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Abstract: This article discusses the Action Score Generator (ASG), an online writing machine that randomly arranges words into six-word-length performance scores. The generator belongs to a lineage of language-based artworks and practices that relinquish authorial control to the viewer. Exploring the methods of Event Scores developed by George Brecht the ASG is a website that distributes an infinite number of scores as both instructions and poetry. This is articulated in relation to Christopher Strachey’s ‘Love Letter Generator’ and other permutational and computational writing programmes that use randomness and code to produce writing in modular forms.
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These objects are a list of materials that I have used in performances. They are not arbitrary but specific, belonging to an archive of practice in action art from the last eight years. They are indexical of specific task-based actions and symbolic of a kind of object-vocabulary present within my performance practice. Like the other words in the Action Score Generator (ASG), they are prewritten source words that, together, create instructions, descriptions and poems. As a writing programme the structure of the texts in the ASG are fixed in word-length but their appearance and layout on the page, shifts depending on the size of the
words chosen by the generators code. Building upon a practice that moves between live performance and performance for the page or screen, this performing webpage is informed by concrete and visual poetry.

I have been influenced by artists using language as art and, for me, this begins with concrete poetry and extends to the works developed by George Brecht with his Event Scores. This practice became more explicitly explored in the conceptual practices of the 1960s and 1970s, and these lineages run in parallel to one another. The scores of the ASG are considered to be akin to Fluxus Event Scores, which in Emmett Williams’ words were ‘born out of experiments in concrete poetry as it “got off the page”’ (Dezeuze 2002: 79). Getting off the page and beyond the screen is explored by considering different ways to interpret, read and realize these text-scores as art.

The ASG is accessed as a website and has been constructed as a simple piece of HTML, CSS and JavaScript that can be viewed across browsers and devices making it available as a portable reading experience. This also builds upon a key concern of Fluxus artists to disseminate and disperse material. For George Brecht ‘… the issue of distribution was a concern… as early as 1959, when he asked: “shouldn’t scores be simply published in the newspaper, or available on printed cards or sheets of paper, to be send to anyone”’ (Dezeuze 2002: 79). That the material is concise enough to be distributed easily is suitable for contemporary modes of communication that have appeared in our increasingly digital lives. It is easy to see that Event Scores could exist as part of a 120-character-long twitter feed which is, co-incidentally, the same amount of characters that are statistically produced on the back of a postcard.

My writing practice has almost always engaged with language-games, anagrams, concrete poetry and the physical re-arrangement of words as things and also belongs to an extended practice of working with performances as collage and collage as performance. It is no surprise to find that I am drawn to digital writing practices that enable machines to perform these re-arrangement functions more efficiently and rigorously than my mind or body.

I originally imagined that these texts could be read aloud as poetry, however, as Liz Kotz states ‘Event scores... were rarely read aloud – the linguistic performativity they propose is closer to that of the iterability of the sign than to that of an overtly oral (and more conventionally literary) performance poetics’ (2001: 106). The repeatability inherent in Event Scores, in both form and content, realization and conceptualization, is present within the ASG through the shifting processes of repeating structures, words and continual transformations. Kotz goes further saying that,

Rather than pulverizing language into sonorous fragments... scores focus on the instructions themselves as poetic material. This alternate poetics, of deeply prosaic everyday statements, comprised of short, simple, vernacular words presented in the quasi-instrumental forms of lists and instructions, emerged in the postwar era as a countermodel to the earlier avant-garde practices of asyntacticality, musicality, and semiotic disruption. Yet this poetics by no means represents a simple departure from or rejection of collage aesthetics, but... a complex transformation of its semiotic engagement, one that pursues the logic of the fragment to unprecedented levels of isolation, focus, and reduction. (Kotz 2001: 106)
The ASG is a website that functions as a text generator using the ‘logic of the fragment’ (Kotz 2001: 106) to arrange scores for performance. Text is produced via a JavaScript code that is initiated by loading the site. When a user visits the site, the computer parses the code and produces what is called a JavaScript ‘event’. This event begins a timed generation of texts that automatically appear on-screen for the user to view. In this sense there is no directly interactive function for the user, they become viewers of randomly written scores that exist in the form and development of Brecht’s Event Scores. Indeed Brecht’s first one-person exhibition in New York at Reuben Gallery 1959 was titled ‘Towards Events: An Arrangement’, which provides a useful way of thinking about the ASG. In the press release of Towards Events Brecht declares that the exhibition ‘be enjoyed as an unfolding experience’ (Robinson 2009: 88) and the same is true in the ASG. The constant unfolding, shifting and shuffling of these texts allow us to see them as arrangements towards an event.

Julia Robinson’s historical overview of the event score explains that scores were ‘indeterminate propositions: realizable equally as an object, a performance, or even a thought. Simply to read an Event score and reflect upon it without acting already constitutes an adequate realisation’ (2009: 105). Which is echoed in text-artist Lawrence Weiner’s famous statement: ‘The artist may construct the work. The work may be fabrication. The work need not to be built’ (in Robinson 2009: 105). Weiner’s use of modular forms of writing were influenced by the work of George Brecht. The small, simple and poetic texts in the ASG are not only instructions but ideas; they offer a linguistic proposition that asks the viewer to interpret the work and relinquish authorial control from the creator. Event Scores are specific, concise, and often reduced to the shortest form possible to communicate the idea. Their graphic depiction on cards or reprinted in newspapers and magazines behave as modular segments. Although they are visually basic they are typographically specific so that ‘[t]he relationship between spatially arranged words are not fixed… but are open and flexible and subject to continual redefinition [during the process of reception]’ (Schaffner 2010: 180).

The ASG continually redefines its possible readings by working with what Brecht calls the ‘concept of strict randomness’ (Robinson 2009: 83) within the framework of a digital writing machine. The continual redefinition and resampling of the index of source words here reflect the systematic permutations of works like Emmett Williams’ ‘Cellar Song for Five Voices’, which reorders a sentence of fifteen word-length into each possible combination. An anagrammatic game, Cellar Song follows a logical and methodical system of re-arranging the sentence:

Somewhere bluebirds are flying high in the sky, in the cellar even blackbirds are extinct.
Somewhere bluebirds are flying high in the sky, even blackbirds are extinct in the cellar.
Somewhere bluebirds are flying in the cellar high in the sky, even black birds are extinct.
Somewhere bluebirds are flying in the cellar even blackbirds are extinct, high in the sky.

(Williams 1967)
This process of working with ready-made materials in performance, and in the
generator, deals with language in the way one might deal with cards; as a
methodology of fragmentation, collage and arrangement that are employed in
many concrete and Fluxus poetic practices. In John Cage’s words ‘Making
something out of a store of raw materials’ (Deuze 2002: 83). The store of raw
materials in the ASG are categorized as variables in the JavaScript code. Whilst
the texts that are generated are random and automatic their structure is
restricted in length and by their position in the string of the text. Each text uses
any combination of single words within the variable code text-nodes, one to six,
and so the content of the text follows a strict pattern of:

1. Object
2. Preposition
3. Thing
4. Verb
5. Preposition
6. Place

Each text is bookended by the ‘object’ (1) and the ‘place’ (6), the four central
words indicate what happens but the beginning and end of each text supply the
content of the task, its contextual data. This harnessing of systematic
indeterminacy in the ASG begins with George Brecht’s Event Scores and moves
to, for example, Merce Cunningham’s use of the computer programme
‘LifeForms’. LifeForms can produce randomly generated movements that, like
the linguistic propositions in this generator, do not always go together. For
Cunningham and for me the poetics of the disjunctive and the awkward
combinations of fitting and not fitting are where the poetics of the work lie.

Notably, the first random text computer generator was Christopher Strachey’s
‘Love Letter Generator’ (1952), an extraordinary computer program that
generated letters through a combinatorial system. The generator, as Noah
Wardrip-Fruin has argued is the first known experiment in digital literature and
‘perhaps the first digital art of any kind’ (2011: 303). The program, developed for
the Manchester Mark I at the University of Manchester, used two kinds of
sentence permutations as outlined by Strachey:

*The first is ‘My-(adj.)-(noun)-(adv.)-(verb) your-(adj.)-(noun).’ There are a list of
appropriate adjectives, nouns, adverbs, and verbs from which the blanks are filled in
at random. There is also a further random choice as to whether or not the adjectives
and adverb are included at all. The second type is simply ‘You are my-(adj.)-(noun),’
and in this case the adjective is always present.* (Strachey in Wardrip-Fruin 2011:
308)

Using vocabulary based on the Roget’s Thesaurus, the generator selects words
from each category of adjectives, nouns, adverbs, verbs with a choice of
adjectives at the beginning and the end of the letter. In this respect, like the
ASG there is a structural framework that ‘fills in the blanks’ through random
selection process. Using small units of data, Strachey’s generator produces love
letters that are formed randomly by the computer. This is reflected in the unusual combinations of words in the sentences of the surface letters that are produced by the machine. As Wardrip-Fruin comments ‘[t]he letters preserved by Strachey are not texts that anyone would write...inhuman feeling comes from the mismatched awkwardness of [the] declarations’ (2011: 307). This awkwardness is what categorizes my interest in permutational works. Anna Katharina Schaffner discusses another random machine-generated poem by Theo Lutz under the instruction of Max Bense in 1959. Here the computer programmes used similar rules of recombination and reorganization on Franz Kafka’s The Castle. Schaffner (2010) states that ‘because pragmatic selection restrictions are violated, syntactic compatibility clashes contrasts starkly with semantic incompatibility. However, it is precisely this incongruity, the surprise moment and the bizarre imagery which constitute the texts poetic appeal’ (2010: 186). The incompatibility of some of the texts produced by the ASG is what makes these texts so intriguing. They function and they do not function, they shift between logical and possible instructions and instructions that, like Brecht’s Scores and Strachey’s letters, are extremely open to interpretation.

In the ASG modular form is both a process of working with random word sequences and the final product of six-word-length texts that continually alter, shift and mutate. Schaffner says that these ‘permutational works are still a viable sub-genre in digital poetry’ (2010: 186). This sub-genre may include Nick Montfort’s ‘Taroko Gorge’ (2009)1 which has been processed and rewritten (and redistributed) by a number of contemporary digital poets including J. R. Carpenter, Leonardo Flores and Maria Engberg. Interestingly the events in permutational digital works are events that we view, not that we participate or interact with other than loading the webpage. As Anna Dezeuze asserts ‘[w]ith this shift to perceptual activities, the event score becomes as much an invitation to find an event as to perform it’ (2002: 88). In the ASG finding the event, or discovering it, is a temporal experience, one of transferrable subjectivity and semiotic disturbance.

There are two events happening when the page is loaded. These, in turn, are the text of the code and the text of the screen. In digital poetics we understand that ‘[e]verything happening is subject to the grammar and the politics of code...[w]hat we see is the “Surface” of the code – [its] materialisation as text, sound, image and action on the screen’ (Simanowski 2010: 137–139). The sub-textual element (the code) is read by the computer and the JavaScript event is initiated, and this generates the sur-textual event score (the screen). The JavaScript event is singular, only occurring once, the repetition of rewriting by reorganizing that happens on-screen is automatic and occurs every 4.5 seconds. This time-frame is specific in that it allows the viewer to read the score twice in their mind or once aloud before the next text replaces it. The process of looking at the screen, the altering texts and shifting layout is not dissimilar to watching a video or a sequence of images on a slide machine. As Giselle Beiguelman posits in ‘The book after the book’ (1997), ‘The internet is no more than a big text. On the front, at the screen, text reveals itself as image’ (Beiguelman in Schaffner 2010: 184). Anna Dezeuze offers a similar idea for the event score, stating that often

---

1 http://nickm.com/poems/taroko_gorge.html. Another of Nick Montfort’s computational poems, ‘Lede’ provided the basis of the code used in the Action Score Generator – used with permission.
'[t]he visuality... would predominate over their performative dimensions, encouraging the reader to look at them rather than using them as scores for performance' (Deuze 2002: 86) and this is the case for the ASG. Users are transformed into viewers and presented with an interface of altering texts-images, which I am calling action scores. The actions occurring are multiple and shift between textual, coded and conceptual spaces. Their combinational behaviour is not predetermined but random within the constraints of the text-nodes. The action of replacing one text with another and the progression of texts is self-destructive as there is no way to return to a previous text. The generator moves in only one direction.

The viewer observes writing taking place within the computer, a writing based upon modular formations of the six textual nodes that are both functional and poetic. The progression from one text to the next with equal time delays and equal number of words creates a rhythm in which we ‘get into the work’ by reading. Reading makes the event happen, both in JavaScript code and within the surface of coded scores. We read the action scores as instructions but also as poems. They have the poetic constraint of a fixed word-length structure so they also create a rhythm of within six and eight syllables each time they are read. The visual arrangement bears no relation to the metre of the reading of these words – however, I believe the viewer organizes the form into halves, into a kind of dum-de-dum/dum-de-dum, three words at a time.

The meanings of words transform too, giving the reader multiple options for verbs and nouns that are context dependent. We read ‘erase at car’ and interpret what that could mean, the grammatical logic becomes obsolete and a poetic dynamism takes place. We read ‘erase’ to mean ‘remove’, ‘take out’ or ‘obscure’. It does not matter that these words are not the word on the screen but the paradoxical function of the code producing another code gives us permission to decode what appears until we are comfortable with the message. Time here is crucial as a viewer you begin to race through reading, there is not time enough to linger, you cannot go back or save them in anyway. Similarly for ‘postcard outside toes’ we substitute ‘outside’ to mean ‘not on top of’ or ‘not under’, we work out what ‘outside’ might mean in the context of the score and shift our understanding to make the score function grammatically. This shifting, similar to the use of the term in choreographic practice, is a movement along the same plain. We do not shift up or down but across, within the framework of contextual dependence.

In the ASG these kinds of circularity and overlap are a logic of the fragment, the modular form enables a communication of transferrable subjectivity whereby the meaning may be communicated by the code or by the message. We move away from content and towards events and view these texts-as-images of unfolding and collage. As with Fluxus Event Scores, the modular form enables a shift from ‘singular abstraction to repeatable model’ (Robinson 2009: 79), where the performance is no longer a one-off but a serial segment, a writing performing writing.
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